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Abstract— Today the size or volume,complexity, variety,rate of growth or veracity of data which 

organizations handled have reached such unbelievable level that traditional processing and analytical tools 

failed to process. Big Data is ever growing and can’t be determined with respect to its size. To analyze this 

huge amount of data ,Hadoop can be used. Hadoop is nothing but a framework that is used for processing of 

large data sets across different clusters.The Tools used to handle this enormous amount of data are Hadoop, 

Map Reduce, Apache Hive, No SQL etc. Information extraction has recently received significant attention due 

to the rapid growth of unstructured text data. However, this is computationally intensive and MapReduce and 

parallel database management systems have been used to analyze large amounts of data. In this paper we 

familarize  big data  tools that are used for analysis that is Apache hive and Apache pig .Also, comparison of 

hive and pig is accomplished on some parameters and during analysis it shows that  hive perform better than 

pig. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

The measure of content information develops each day 

on the Internet, for instance via web-based networking 

media, news articles or pages. Be that as it may, this 

information is generally unstructured and its 

convenience is constrained. In this way, data 

extraction (IE) is acquainted all together with 

increment the value of unstructured content. In any 

case, performing IE assignments is computationally 

concentrated and MapReduce and parallel database 

administration frameworks have been utilized to break 

down a lot of information. A typical method to process 

extensive arrangements of information is utilizing 

Apache Hadoop. Hadoop is a Java-executed system 

that takes into account the appropriated preparing of 

huge informational indexes crosswise over bunches of 

PCs. Since composing MapReduce occupations in 

Java can be difficult, Hive and Pig has been created 

and functions as stages over Hadoop. Hive and Pig 

permits clients simple access to information contrasted 

with executing their own particular MapReduce in 

Hadoop.The humming word "Bigdata examination" 

would thus be able to be portrayed as investigation of 

datasets utilizing diverse investigation strategies. 

 

Data management, processing and storing processes 

are becoming more difficult with the increased use of 

digital technology. Because the amount of data 

increases day by day on the world. This result many 

company looked for a solution to solve of regarding 

processes on petabytes of data. The problems are  

 

 

 

 

 

often repeated that the big data problems are that 

relational databases cannot scale to process the 

massive volumes of data. The traditional systems are 

not enough for this solution. In these day Hadoop is 

often used for data-intensive computing. 

 

1.2. Hadoop 

Hadoop is a framework that allows for distributed 

processing of lasrge data sets across clusters of 

commodity computers using simple programming 

models . It is inspired by technical document 

published by Google.The word hadoop does not have 

any meaning Doug Cutting discovered Hadoop and 

named it after his son’s yellow-colored toy elephant . 

 

1.3. Hadoop Distributed File System  

Traditionally data was stored in a central location and 

it was sent to the process directly at run time,this 

method worked well for a limited data however 

modern systems receive terabytes of data per day and 

its is difficult for traditional computers for Relational 

database management system to push high volumes of 

data to the process. 

Hadoop brought a radical approach ,in hadoop the 

program goes to the data not vice versa ,it initially 

distributes the data to multiple systems and later runs 

the computation to wherever the data is located .The 

HDFS components comprise different servers like 

NameNode, DataNode, and Secondary NameNode. 

 NameNode Server: NameNode and the Secondary 

NameNode services constitute the master service. 

The master service is responsible for accepting a 

job from clients and ensures that the data required 
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for the operation will be loaded and segregated 

into chunks of data blocks. NameNode knows the 

data nodes on which all the blocks for a given file 

exist. 

 DataNode Server: Associated with data storage 

places in the file system and reports to NameNode 

periodically with lists of blocks they store .It 

Stores and retrieves blocks when referred by 

clients or NameNode . Servers read, write 

requests, performs block creation, deletion, and 

replication upon instruction from NameNode . 

 Secondary NameNode Server: Used for recovery 

of NameNode in case of NameNode failure. 

 

The key feature of Hadoop HDFS is: 

 

It provides high-throughput access to data blocks .It 

provides limited interface for managing the file system 

to allow it to scale and creates multiple replicas of 

each data block and distributes them on computers 

throughout the cluster to enable reliable and rapid data 

access. 

 

2. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

The system architecture for performing the 

comparative study between Pig and Hive is 

demonstrated in Fig.2.1. 

 

 

 
 

Fig.  2.1 System Architecture 

 

In order to perform the comparative study of both the 

targeted technologies, a Big Data environment is 

required to develop first. Keeping in mind the end goal 

to play out the near investigation of both the focused 

on innovations, a Big Data condition is required to 

grow first.The proposed comparative performance 

study platform is developed using the Hadoop and 

MapReduce technology. Hadoop is basically a storage 

technology that scales self for storing huge amount of 

data as required by the application. Additionally the 

MapReduce framework provides support to reduce 

and map the data for the data analytics.   

 

Keeping in mind the end goal to play out the near 

investigation of both the focused on innovations, a Big 

Data condition is required to grow first 

Along these lines, the info information is as a matter 

of first importance facilitated over the Hadoop vault 

and after that utilizing the MapReduce structure the 

information is prepared in Pig and Hive frameworks. 

The charge line interface is utilized to make inquiries 

on the information over Pig and Hive with the 

comparable dataset and the comparative question one 

by one. In the wake of handling of information and 

execution of client questions over both the situations 

the measure of time is evaluated as execution 

examination of the framework . 

 

2.1. Apache Pig 

It is an open-source high level dataflow system 

developed by yahoo.It is mainly used for analytics.It 

convert pig scripts to Map-Reduce code thus saving 

user from writing complex Map-Reduce program.In 

pig we can write simple queries,these scripts are 

converted in to mapreduce jobs executed on hadoop 

by pig, here we don’t have to write map reduce code.  

 

In map reduce, we can write code in java and execute 

the map reduce code but since  everybody  is not 

having the knowledge of java and at the same time  we 

also need some  high level language so that we can 

just get the way of writing the coding and just focus on 

the logic and write the program, this is why  we need 

Pig. Pig is a high level language. Also,if we are 

thorough with java then also we have to write lines of 

code for analyzing data. 

 

2.1.1. Features Of Pig 

 Extensible 

 Self optimizing 

 Easily Programmable 

 

2.1.2. Apache Pig Architecture 
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Fig.  2.2 Apache Pig Architecture 

 

We have pig latin scripts as shown in Fig.2.2 ,scripts 

can be executed on grunt shell that is the native shell 

provided by apache pig or we can also submit scripts 

to the java client on pig server ,once these scripts are 

submitted to the apache pig.It is parsed by the parser, 

optimized by the optimizer and compiler compiled and  

converts these scripts to map reduce code and is 

executed on Execution Engine  using  runtime engine 

over the hadoop cluster. 

 

2.1.3. Components of Pig 

 
 

Fig.  2.3 Components of Pig 

 

 

Pig Latin : Pig latin is language in which  we are going 

to write the code.Earlier, we are writing the code in 

Java language,once we write the code in pig latin 

language there is a runtime engine  as shown in 

Fig.2.3, which will convert these scripts to map reduce 

jobs which are going to run on hadoop system . 

 

Grunt :Its nothing but a shell on which we will going 

to write our code. 

 

2.1.4. Pig Execution Modes 

 

There are mainly two types of mode in Pig . 

Map Reduce Mode: In this mode , Instructions which 

are executed that will be distributed  and perform 

analysis with large datasets . with large data sets we 

would prefer Mapreduce mode.The input and output in 

this mode are present on HDFS. 

Command:  pig 

 

Local Mode: If we are doing the development then 

definitely we would like to write the code on 

sample,we can write our code and scripts in this local 

mode.the input and output is present on local file 

system  

Command:  pig –x local 

 

2.1.5. Pig  Increses productivity 

 

10 lines of pig Latin = 200 lines of java  

      4 hours to write in java = 20 min to write pig Latin 

 

2.1.6. How to Access Pig 

 

There are three ways to access pig tool: 

 Grunt:It is a shell we can write our statements 

in shell. 

 Pig Script:We can write  pig scripts, it is 

similar to shell only .we can write multiple 

statements in a file together,save it with .pig 

extension and  execute that file . 

 Via JAVA:there are wasy we can use pig 

scripts with java 

 

2.1.7. Working of Pig 

1. Load data and write pig scripts . 

2. Parse the scripts,check the operations and 

optimize the scripts then execute the 

statements and submit to hadoop. 

3. Results are dumped or stored in HDFS . 

 

2.2. Hive 

Data warehousing package built on the top of 

Hadoop.It is used for data analysis[6].Oracle was not 

able to scale in terms of requirement of the data so 
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Facebook comes up with a solution and became the 

early adopter of hadoop  platform. Facebook faces 

many challenges like users are more than 950 million 

and generate data greater than 500 TB per day.  

 

People used to upload approximately 300 photos per 

day .So traditional Rdbms is not suitable for such kind 

of data. In hadoop, there are users who are very good 

with Structured Query language. So, It was tough to 

write code in java language and Facebook came up 

with SQL approach called  Hive .Hive provides the sql 

kind of interface by using that user can write queries  

and analyze the data . In hive, we can create tables, 

partitions, schema flexibility .We can write our own 

custom code in hive. 

 

After congregating the data into HDFS they are 

analyzed by queries using Hive. Apache Hivedata 

warehouse software facilitates querying and managing 

large datasets residing in distributed storage. Hive 

provides a mechanism to project structure onto this 

data and query the data using a SQL-like language 

called HiveQL.  

 

2.2.1. Hive Architecture 

In case of hive, data is going to store in hadoop file 

system .we have the metastore in hive,when we create 

database,tables and views  all those  definitions  are 

stored in meta store as shown in Fig 1.3.For hive, there 

is derby database as metastore is going to store in 

derby database. Hive supports all the user defined 

functions.We can store the data in text file,Rc file ,csv 

file etc. 

 

 
 

Fig.  2.4  Hive Architecture 

 

2.2.2. Components of Hive  

 

 Meta Store:It stores the meta data about the 

hive,table definitions, view definitions . 

 Shell: On shell Hive queries are to be written. 

  Driver: After submitting the query .Take code 

and convert it in to a code which hadoop can 

understand easily. 

 Compiler:Code is compiled by the compiler . 

 Execution  Engine :It processes the query and 

generates results as same as MapReduce results. 

 

2.2.3. Working of Hive 

 

 Execute Query: The Hive interface sends query to 

the Driver to execute.  

 Get Plan: The driver takes the help of query 

compiler that parses the query to check the syntax 

and query plan or the requirement of query.  

 Get Metadata: Metadata came into picture and  

compiler sends metadata request to Metastore   

 Fetch Result: After compiling the queries, the 

execution engine receives the results from Data 

nodes.  

 Send Results: The driver sends the results to Hive 

Interfaces. 

 

3. COMPARISION 

 
              Fig.  3.1 Comparision Of Hive and Pig 

 

4. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 

I have performed the experiment on  single system . 

My machine is having 4GB RAM and  has intel core 

i5 processor. 

After setting up the experimental environment, the 

queries that are listed in Table 3.1  are executed  on 

both PIG and Hive query interfaces and their 
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performance in terms of query execution time is 

evaluated . 

For this we have taken the Consumer Complaints 

dataset . A shopper dissension can be comprehended 

as an announcement of disappointment towards an 

item or an administration. Then again, customer 

security includes the laws that give purchasers the 

privilege to enlist their disappointment about any 

harsh or second rate business hones and that get a 

sensible determination. Consumer reports are a 

collection of data about different products and services 

through reviews and comparisons Purchaser reports 

are a gathering of information about various items and 

administrations through surveys and correlations. Such 

reports help in dissecting the great and the awful side 

of an item or a service..For analysis consumer 

complaints datasets we need:-  

 

1. Dataset  

We can collect the consumers complaints dataset, 

that collectively holds large number of 

complaints records and opinions.  

2. Hadoop 

Hadoop should be configured first as all the 

mapreduce job will work on hadoop framework, 

also hadoop comprises of HDFS (hadoop 

distributed file system) which is used to store 

such large datasets and mapreduce is used to 

process these datasets.  

3. Bigdata 

Analytical Tools For analyzing these large 

amount of data we need efficient analytical tools 

which work on the top of hadoop, apache hive 

and apache pig through which we can analyze the 

consumer complaints datasets.   

 

4.1. Experimentation with Hive 

The amount of time consumed during input a user 

query for finding records from the Hive technique is 

termed here as the query execution time. In order to 

measure the query execution time, below listed 

queries are fired on the Hive interface and their 

performance is observed. After completing the 

observations first time for all the queries. 

 

Table 4.1 Queries 

S.no  Query 

1. Top ten days when Maximum number of 

complaints registered. 

2. Top twenty issue faced by maximum 

number of consumers. 

3. Top twenty company on which maximum 

complaints registered 

4. Top twenty Issue along with company 

Query 1 :select date_received,count(*) as a from 

Consumercomplaint  group by date_received order 

by a desc limit 10; 

 

 
 

              Fig.  4.1 Result 

Query 2: select issue,count(*) as a from 

consumercomplaint group by  Issue order by a desc 

limit 20;  

 

 
 

                    Fig.  4.2 Result 

Query 3 

select Company,count(*) as a from 

Consumercomplaint group by Company order by a 

desc limit 20; 
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   Fig.  4.3 Result 

Query 4 

 create table new as select Company,count(*) as a 

from Consumercomplaint group by Company order by 

a desc limit 20;  

  

create table new1 as select Issue,Company from 

Consumercomplaint where Company in (select 

Company from new where Company is not null);  

  

select Issue,Company,count(*) as a from new1 group 

by Issue,Company order by a desc limit 20; 

 

 
 

Fig   4.4 Result 

The amount of time consumed during input a user 

query for finding records: 

 

Table 4.2  Execution Time taken by PIG 

S.No. Time Taken(min) 

Query 1 7.811 

Query 2 3.549 

Query 3 1.764 

Query 4  6.001 

 

4.2. Experimentation with Pig 

The time required to execute the user request by the 

user input query is termed as query execution time of 

Pig. 

Table  4.3 Queries 

S.no  Query 

1. Top ten days when Maximum number of 

complaints registered. 

2. Top twenty issue faced by maximum 

number of consumers. 

3. Top twenty company on which maximum 

complaints registered 

4. Top twenty Issue along with company 

 

Query 1: 

 A = Load the data using Pig Storage as (Schema); 

 B = foreach A generate date_received as date;  

 C = filter B by date is not null;  

 D = group C by date; E = foreach D generate group,      

COUNT(C.date); 

 F = order E by $1 DESC; 

 Result = LIMIT F 10;  

 Dump Result; 

 
Fig.  4.5 Result 
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Query 2: 

G = foreach A generate Issue;  

H= filter G by issue is not null;  

I = group H by Issue; 

 J = foreach  I generate group, COUNT(C.Issue);  

K = order J by $1 DESC;  

Result = LIMIT F 10;  

Dump Result; 

 

 
 

Fig.  4.6 Result 

 

Query 3: 

B = foreach  A generate Company;  

C = filter B by Company is not null;  

D = group C by Company;  

E = foreach D generate group, COUNT(C.Company);  

F = order E by $1 DESC;  

Result = LIMIT  F  20; 

 Dump Result; 

 
 

Fig.  4.7 Result 

Query 4: 

W = foreach A generate Issue,Company; 

 X = group W by (Issue,Company);  

Y = foreach X generate group, COUNT(W.Company);  

Z = order Y by $1 DESC;  

Final_result = LIMIT Z 20; 

Dump Final_Result 

 

 

 
 

Fig.  4.8 Result 

 

The amount of time consumed during input a user 

query for finding records: 

 

Table 4.3  Execution Time taken by PIG 

 

S.No. Time Taken(min) 

Query 1 14 

Query 2 12 

Query 3 18 

Query 4  21 

 

 

5.  EXPERIMENTAL RESULT ANALYSIS 

 

After performing operations on the dataset using pig 

and hive, we can find the frequent issues, average 

complaints and the company on which maximum 

complaints registered, from the analysis result we can 

clearly examine the consumers need and the company 

status if the company having maximum complaints 

means company is not good at its services, so the 

analysis result can help industries, corporation and 

individual for taking any decision regarding company, 

issues and many things. 
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In our Experiment we likewise presented hive which is 

more helpful when contrasted with pig on examination 

of .csv datasets. We can state that hive perform 

speedier when contrasted with pig based on different 

parameters, additionally the above question comes 

about exhibit that the execution time taken by hive is 

less when contrasted with pig. What's more, the 

mapreduce occupations created by hive are less when 

compared with pig whereby the execution time is less 

in hive. Another advantage of utilizing hive is number 

of lines of code, which are more in pig however in 

hive just a single line of inquiry is adequate.   

 

Table 5.1  Execution time taken by hive and pig 

 

Execution Time 

Taken(in min) 

PIG HIVE 

Query 1 14 7.811 

Query 2 12 3.549 

Query 3 18 1.764 

Query 4 21 6.001 

 

 
Fig.4.9 Result 

 

6. CONCLUSION 

 

Hadoop Mapreduce is currently a well known decision 

for performing expansive scale information 

examination. Bigdata examination utilizing pig and 

hive reveals insight into critical issues looked by 

purchasers and enables the establishments or 

partnerships to redress these issues, to give appropriate 

fulfillment to the buyers, change in administrations, to 

keep beware of issues and to develop cooperative 

attitude in the market. Then again, it gives buyers to 

recognize legitimately among the organizations and 

make the specialist co-op determination 

overwhelmingly.  

In light of the parameters like execution time, number 

of mapreduce occupations, lines of code it has been 

inspected that hive holds preferable and effective over 

pig. Based on the parameters like execution time, 

number of mapreduce jobs, lines of code it has been 

examined that hive holds better and efficient than pig.  
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